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Information Products for a Digital World
Today, information is packaged in many different
ways to provide many different information products
(IPs) for many different audiences. Digital IPsmade possible by technical improvements in computers, dynamic data storage and retrieval, communications, and displays - have begun to supplement print
products. The advantages of digital manipulation are
inspiring creative communicators and publishers to
develop new kinds of IPs. Some of these products will replace traditional print
products, but in general these new products will serve new functions. The result
will be even more IPs serving even more diverse audiences.

Traditional and Digital IPs ·
IPs can be classified in several ways. Some products - such as newspapers and
weekly news magazines - are ephemeral and meant to be discarded quickly after
use. Other products - such as technical journals- are archival. The information
they contain is meant to be added to a repository and kept for a long time.
Current print media are monologues in the sense that the end user receives
information from the product but does not add information to it in any formal
way. In contrast, new IPs using digital formats are interactive and can be conversational, creating a dialogue among the IP users and the IP author.
Articles in technical and other scholarly journals are quasi-conversations in
that they undergo a review process in which the author participates in a dialogue
with reviewers and editors prior to publication. The dialogue ceases before the
article is published, however, so most users of technical information do not participate in the dialogue. Other forms of interaction, such as making notes in the
margins, having discussions with colleagues, and writing letters to the journal
editor, take place after publication and do not modify the archival version of the
article. Subsequent articles may confirm, extend, or invalidate the conclusions
of the original article, but this process takes very much longer than the actual
interaction times typical of modem science and technology. So the published
archival record, which was once the living chronicle of scientific communication and progress, is now often a history incorporating interactions and discoveries that occurred months, and sometimes years, prior to publication. This is a
useful and necessary function, but it means that technical journals now have
only a secondary role in the advancement of front-line science and technology.
Today's user of print media can make selections by choosing not to read some
portions of the text or by skipping ahead to others. Digital media can make
these choices easy, but a well-constructed digital IP can go well beyond
automating traditional choices. Hyperlinks can take the user outside the document being read or viewed without the expensive duplication of supporting
material or the inconvenience of leaving the document and going to a physical
or on-line library. If, for example, the references for a technical article are available on the network from which the user has obtained the current IP, then these
references are just a mouse click away. Digital media support real dialogues and
conversations through private e-mail, electronic forums, and postings to network
bulletin boards, thus opening the dialogues to wider participation.
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Peter Piper Ph.D. Picked a Peck of
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by Aris Silzars
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One fine day, Peter's recently installed rising-star
boss came to him and said, "Peter, I hear so many
good things about you . Especially, I hear how you
are always corning up with new product ideas that
result in major new business opportunities for this

company."
"Uh-oh," thought Peter to himself, while giving Boss-person a respectfully
pleasant but noncommittal smile.
"In fact, I've been told that in one way or another you are responsible for over
half of the most successful products for this division," continued Boss-person.
Peter hadn't exactly kept a tally, but he knew that the products he developed
seemed to do quite well in the market. He had also noted that he was well
respected in the technical community and that he seemed to have a real talent for
understanding new technology directions and which new products were most
likely to be appreciated by customers.
Nevertheless, Peter wasn't at all sure he wanted to follow where this conversation seemed to be leading. For the briefest of moments his mind wandered:
"Why aren't engineers rewarded more like professional sports stars? If I'm so
darn vital to this company, why is my salary the same as that of all the other
engineers? If I left, how much time and effort would this company have to
spend to replace me? Maybe engineers need agents like professional sports
players have."
"Peter ... Did I catch you at a bad time?''
"No, no! Your visit just reminded me of an important upcoming new product
review meeting," responded Peter quickly in his most diplomatic tone, hoping
that his brief moment of daydreaming hadn't been too noticeable. "Whew! this
is as bad as the time I fell asleep in the company's business review meeting," he
thought to himself.
"Well, new products are exactly what I wanted to talk to you about. In our
last senior-management staff meeting, we decided that what this division really
needs is a new highly promotable product line. What we want you to do is
design a line of color displays that we can claim are every bit as good as highquality color photographs. From what I have heard about you, I just know you
will come through for us. Well, I've got to run. Oh, by the way, we want to
introduce these new products at the next SID Symposium. You know, the one in
May .. . or is it June? ... of 1996."
As he dashed off down the hall, Peter just barely caught the parting words,
"I'll check back with you in a few months to see how you are doing."
"Oh, pook," thought Peter to himself. (Actually, that's not what Peter thought
at all, but since this column is rated for General Audience reading, we hope you
will overlook this minor inaccuracy.) "What do they mean by ... every bit as
good as color photographs? And what am I supposed to do with the projects I
am already in the middle of?"
Later that day, trying to get into a more productive frame of mind, Peter
decided that he had better try to quantify what he had been asked to do. What
does "the quality of color photographs" mean? He had heard some very high
continued on page 44
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Reflective Cholesteric Displays
Today s commercial FPD technologies are impressive, but new
technologies are needed for major upcoming applications.

by Zvi Yaniv

E

VERY DISPLAY -DEPE DENT APPLICATION

requires a particular set of display characteristics- a set that is not always available from
existing technologies. What display-dependent applications constitute the mother lode
for our gold ru sh of the 1990s? The Sutter's
Mi ll most information-company executives
are racing for is multimedia.
Are these executives obeying a basic, welldocumented law of the microcosm that dictates the decentralization of power from centralized computer architectures and enormous
databases to di stri buted systems? 1 This is the
law that governed the fall of the mainframe in
favor of the personal computer. It is the same
law, says George Gilder, th at will dictate the
move from centralized networks and broadca t radio and TV stations to per onal media
with no center at all ? Suddenly it becomes
clear that to harvest the fruit of the information revolution, one needs personal media that
will be used very differently by each customer. Those medi a are e lectroni c newspapers and magazines.
ewspapers rely on the intelligence of the
reader. We need to create a tool that allows
the readers to use whatever information they
wish, wherever and whenever they wish to use
it. That means we need an electronic display
that will be able to replace printed materi al. 3
Is such a flat panel available? Can we
obtain the resolution of an ink-jet or laser
Kent State University, Liquid Crystal Institute

Zvi Yaniv is President and CEO of Kent Display Systems, 23373 Commerce Drive, Suite
AI, Farmin gton Hills, Ml 48335; telephone
8101476-4555, fax 8101476-4550.
10

Fig. I: Kent Display Systems, Ken/ State University, and the University of Stuttgart jointly
developed rlzis reflective 8~ x I l-in. , 100-dpi, monochrome Ch-LCD. The display requires no
backliglu and is bistable - it requires power only to write a new image, not to retain it or view
it- so iis power consumption is 1150 that of a comparable TN or STN display.
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Fig. 2: Ch-LCDs have three possible states or "textures ": (a) planar texture, (b)focal conic
texture, and (c) homeotropic texture. Each texture has different optical characteristics, and the
textures can be selected by the application of appropriate electrical pulses.
printer on a flat-panel display (FPD)? Assuming we can obtain the needed resolution, the
key to a newspaper tablet will be portability .
The field-em ission and active-matrix technologies that were once regarded as possible
candidates inherently use too much power to
provide the solution. And the higher the resolution, the more power they consume.
Portability, of course, requires limited
weight as well as limited power consumption.
The large glass substrates that are the basis of
FEDs and AMLCDs are heavy, and for the
large-media viewer we envision, the weight
would be prohibitive. Henry Fung, the author
of two books on low-power design, has said
that even though subnotebooks and hand-held
systems are abandoning AMLCDs in favor of
passive LCDs, "the display is [still] the one
component that cannot be power managed." 4
We must achieve lower power consumption to
allow operation with common dry cells and
eventually with solar batteries- or a combination of the two. To achieve these goals we
must use plastic substrates, remove the backlight by using the display in reflective mode,
eliminate the polarizer for increased brightness in reflective mode, and use bistable
(memory) liquid-crystal modes to reduce the
power consumption and eliminate flicker.

ory. Subsequently, Kent Display Systems
(KDS) was formed in Kent, Ohio, to capitalize on KSU's invention and facilitate the transition from the laboratory to a family of commercial products. The technology, based on
cholesteric liquid crystals, uses Bragg reflection to reflect light of preselected color and
bandwidth. Techniques were developed for
incorporating polymers into the liquid-crystal
material and treating cell surfaces (polymerfree) to stabilize the required optical textures
without using polymers. Two optical textures
- focal conic and planar - are needed for
bistable memory in stabilized cholesteric liquid-crystal displays (Ch-LCDs). 5•6 The
cholesteric materials have a domain texture
that provides gray-scale switching and color
control, as well as a broad viewing angle for
flat-panel screens. The Ch-LCD technology
does not require polarizers or polarized light,
which results in high-brightness and high-con-

trast displays that are viewable under normal
room lighting or outdoor conditions.
Of all the FPD technologies developed to
date, Ch-LCD technology comes closest to
mimicking paper-and-ink readability: it can be
read under reflected light, it will hold an
image in memory without any refresh power
until the image is erased and rewritten, and it
can be implemented on lightweight, rugged,
and flexible plastic substrates (Fig. 1).7•8 _
Cholesteric liquid crystals in the planar texture [Fig. 2(a)] are unique in that they decompose incident white light into left- and righthand circular components by reflecting one
component and transmitting the other. The
wavelength of the reflected component is
given by the Bragg formula A.=np, where n is
the average refractive index and pis the pitch
length of the cholesteric helix. The spectral
bandwidth is t'l,}.. , = L'.n/Jn, where L'.n is the
birefringence of the cholesteric liquid crystal.
When /...is in the visible range, the material
provides beautiful iridescent colors. The
wavelength of the reflected light is easily controlled by adjusting the chemical composition,
which changes the chirality of the material
and therefore the pitch length p. The reflected
wavelength can also be made temperature
independent over wide temperature ranges by
using suitable chemical mixtures, polymer
networks, and/or surface-alignment layers.
When switched to the focal conic texture
[Fig. 2(b )], the cholesteric material ceases to
Bragg-reflect light and becomes transparent or
weakly scattering, depending upon the material composition. The focal conic texture is
stable but can be switched back into the planar
texture with a voltage pulse of suitable magnitude and shape.

Reflective Cholesteric Display
Technology
With support from ARPA and the National
Science Foundation, Kent State University
(KSU) developed a unique reflective display
technology that does not require a backlight,
is bistable, and possesses full gray-scale mem-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: A polymer network can induce a fine-grained domain structure into a cholesteric liquidcrystal material with focal conic texture.
Information Display 10/95 11
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The addition of polymers or the application
of a suitable surface treatment stabilizes the
focal conic texture and breaks up the material
into a fine-grained domain structure (Fig. 3).
This domain structure is important for two
reasons: it provides a softer reflected color
that does not shift in wavelength over a wide
range of viewing angles and it provides a
mechanism for gray scale. In the gray-scale
mode, the intensity of the reflected light at
each pixel is controlled in a continuous way
by changing the density of domains in the planar texture. The domain structure is large,
and the focal conic texture is transparent or
weakly scattering.
The Ch-LCD material can be electricall y
driven into the planar texture or focal conic
texture by applying an electric-field pulse of
suitable magnitude. A low-field pulse of
about 5 Y/pm drives the material into the
focal conic texture, while a high-field pulse of
about 7 Y/pm drives the material into the
reflective planar texture. Intermediate levels
provide gray-scale response.
The contrast ratio of the Ch-LCD under diffusely front- lit conditions is comparable to an
image on paper (Fig. 4). Gray-scale memory
can be implemented because there is a voltage
range where a pixel can be partially in the planar texture, which produces a reduced
reflected intensity. This is possible because
the polymer divides a cell into appfx imately
10-pm-sized domains. The domains switch
from the planar to the focal conic texture at
different voltage levels, thereby altering the
density of domains in the planar texture
(Fig. 5).

What's Next?
There is strong demand in the FPD industry
for a high-quahty reflective display that would
eliminate the need for relatively expensive
and power-hungry backlights. 9
A high-quality reflective display should
possess the following characteristics:
• Contrast ratio ~30: I.
• Brighter by a factor of 2-3 than typical
TN- or STN-LCDs.
• Operation at TV speed (mouse-compatible).
• Document-hke features (bistability).
• High resolution (~200-dpi capability).
• Black-on-white capability.
• Eight colors and eventually full color.
No FPD to date integrates all of these charac12
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Table 1: Comparison of leading reflective LCD technologies.
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teristics at low cost, but the strengths of ChLCD technology are already apparent (see
Table 1).
As the table indicates, the major drawbacks
of the reflective cholesteric technology at this
time are its lack of color and TV speed.
Recent work at the Liquid Crystal Institute of
Kent State University and at Kent Display
Systems has produced promising results in
both areas. Multicolor reflective cholesteric
displays showing the three primary colors
were demonstrated using a tunable chiral
material whose chirality can be photochemically altered and fixed by exposing the cell to
UV light. 10 Any desired color pixel can be
implemented by combining selective UV
exposure with the usual photolithographic
techniques.
The rapid-addressing scheme being developed takes advantage of the rapid transition of

the Ch-LCD consumes about 1/l 00 the power
of the TN or STN types. As screen sizes
become larger, average viewing time
increases and the Ch-LCD maintains a threeorder-of-magnitude power advantage even for
14- and 17-in.-diagonal document viewers
[Fig. 6(b)].
We believe that the currently excellent performance of reflective Ch-LCDs, combined
with advances in color technology and rapid
addressing, will accelerate the introduction of
"print quality" electronic displays for exciting
new applications, such as high-resolution
PDAs, document viewers, and electronic
newspapers.

the cholesteric liquid crystals from the homeotropic state to the transient planar state. With
a proper sequence of pulses- including a preselection preparation pulse - one can choose
the optical state of the cholesteric display by
using a pulse shorter than 0.5 ms! 11 Work is
under way at KDS to implement these rapidaddressing schemes so that a large I 000-line
display can be rewritten in less than I s.
The low-power capabilities of Ch-LCDs are
impressive. For a 240 x 160-line display with
a resolution of 100 dpi - suitable for highinformation-content personal digital assistant
(PDA) applications- a Ch-LCD consumes
about l/50 the power of a typical TN-LCD if
the display is viewed I 00 times per day and
each view takes 30 s [Fig. 6(a)]. As the viewing time per frame increases, the advantage of
the Ch-LCD technology increases. If the display is viewed 1000 times per day for 60 s,
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Field-Emission Displays
Following nearly 30 years of painfully slow evolution, PEDs are rapidly being
developed for use in the next generation of electronic products.

by David A. Cathey, Jr.

T E LEADING DEVELOPERS of field-emission
(or field-emitter) displays (FEDs) are looking
forward to a vibrant future. This is not due
merely to the natural optimism of humankind.
FED developers have become convinced that
psychophysics, the Information Age, and
trends in display technology are all solidly on
their side.
Human beings are capable of perceiving
staggering amounts of information through
the sense of sight. Therefore, visual displays
will continue to be the primary interface for
users who require moderate to very large
amounts of information from systems and
devices. Because of their reduced bulk and
weight relative to the venerable cathode-ray
tube (CRT) display, flat-panel displays
(FPDs) such as active-matrix liquid-crystal
displays (AMLCDs) have provided a means
of employing displays in devices, locations,
and applications where they were never feasible before, such as laptop computers and
portable hand-held color television sets.
AMLCD technology is the best current
means for producing high-quality portable
displays, although they possess significant
limitations in the areas of cost, power consumption, angle of view, smearing of fast-

David A. Cathey, Jr. , is President of Micron
Display Technology, Inc., 2805 E. Columbia
Rd., Boise, ID 83706; telephone 20813684367, fax 2081368-4298. This article is a condensed and edited version of a paper presented at the /995 International Symposium
on VLSI Technology, Systems, and Applications, held May 31- June 2 in Taipei, Taiwan.
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moving video images, temperature range, and
the environmental concern of employing mercury vapor in the AMLCD's backlight.
The FED is an emissive FPD and operates
on very different principles from the
AMLCD. It utilizes a cathodoluminescent
phosphor coating - similar to that of a CRT excited by cold-cathode field-emission electrons which bombard the phosphors in a predetermined pattern (Fig. 1). This provides a
luminous image that can be seen by a viewer.
The faceplate is separated from a baseplate
by a vacuum gap, and outside atmospheric
pressure is prevented from collapsing the two
plates together by physical stand-offs - or
spacers. Electron-emission sites- emittersare typically sharp cones that produce electron
emission in the presence of an intense electric
field. In the display shown in Fig. I, and in
most other FEDs, a voltage that is positive relative to the sharp emitters is applied to an
extraction grid to provide the intense electric
field required for producing cold-cathode
electron emission.
Schottky's approximate theories describing
cold-cathode emission 1 were replaced and
advanced by those of R. H. Fowler and
L. W. Nordheim,2 the fathers of the FowlerNordheim equation, which describes the emission process when a field is applied to one of
the emitters (see Fig. I) by generating a voltage differential between the extraction grid
and the emitter tip.
The concept of a video-capable color FED
was first presented by M. E. Crost, Kenneth
Shoulders, and Mortimer Zinn in a U.S. patent
applied for in 1967 3 Following the work of
Crost, Shoulders, and Zinn, recent develop-
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mental efforts have produced the world's first
color video FEDs. LETI/Pixel (now PixTech)
in France has demonstrated sequential-color
FED prototypes, and Micron Display Technology (MDT) has demonstrated spatial-color
FED prototypes in the United States.

How FEDs Work
The baseplate of an FED incorporates arrays
of emission sites and a means of addressing
and generating electron beams from those
sites. Many techniques are available for creating the emissions, addressing the emission
arrays, and activating the emission sites.
There must also be a way to achieve variations in display brightness- gray scale- when
the sites are activated.
Increasing the total electron charge delivered by an emission array to the phosphor of
an individual pixel within a frame 4 increases
the brightness of that pixel. In many cases,
the brightness change will be nearly proportional to the increase in the delivered charge.
Cathodoluminescent phosphors have a
property known as persistence: the phosphors
continue to emit photons even after electron
excitation has stopped. The duration of the
persistence can be controlled by selecting different phosphor materials and varying the way
the phosphors are synthesized. Persistence
allows designers to choose how they will
implement charge variation, and makes it relatively easy to produce a bright, high-quality
image without having to activate a pixel during the entire frame time, as one must do for
an AMLCD. Two techniques for varying the
charge delivered by an emission array in a
given frame are to vary either the time period
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Fig. 1: (a) FED cross section and (b) FED panel array.
within the frame at the activated site or to
vary the emission current produced during
activation .
One means of addressing field-emission
arrays for video-display applications is to use
rows of emitters that are electrically con-

nected and placed parallel to other rows of
emitters. 3 The extraction grids associated
with the emitters are electrically connected in
parallel columns which are orthogonal to the
emitter rows. The emitter array associated
with each pixel is uniquely defined by the

intersection point of a specific emitter row
and a specific extraction grid column. 5 Electrically addressing a row while simultaneously
addressing a column selects a specific pixel in
the frame.
Design of the emission structures is a critical technology that has consumed much of the
R&D work carried out on FEDs to date. Two
pioneers in the area who are still active today
are Dr. Cap Spindt of SRI and Dr. Henry Gray
of the Naval Research Laboratory. In the late
1960s, prior to the dramatic advances in
micro-machining and thin-film processing
techniques that have been driven by the semiconductor and flat-panel industries, an
enabling procedure was developed by Spindt
and SRI for the fabrication of gated emitters. 6
The Spindt technique uses high-resolution
lithography and etching to create micron-sized
openings in a metal-dielectric sandwich. A
subsequent directional molybdenum deposition reduces and finally closes off the openings, which produces pointed molybdenum
cones that are self-aligned to the openings in
the original metal-dielectric sandwich. The
molybdenum is selectively removed with an
electro-chemical etchback, providing emitters
with self-aligned extraction grids. The resultant structures are "Spindt emitters."
The classic Spindt technique has been a
vehicle for advancing FED developments for
many years and is still used today. Henry
Gray and others have investigated a number
of alternative techniques for self-aligned emitter processes involving plasma etchback planarization, lift -off processing, and fiber
growth.
Alignment of the extraction grid to the
emission site is a key factor. If alignment is
not achieved, emitted electrons that would
ordinari ly be accelerated towards the faceplate
and collected by it would be collected by the
grid electrode instead. Collection of a large
amount of emission current by the grid electrode would resu lt in power inefficiency,
image degradation, and an increase in the
probability of failures.
Another approach, which Micron is using
to fabricate precisely formed extraction grids
that are self-aligned to the emitters, uses a
combination of deposition, polishing, and wet
etching (Fig. 2). The structure produces an
emission I-V curve, which in the case of an
FED means the field-emission current is a
function of the voltage differential between
Information Display 10/95
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Micron Display Technology, Inc.

Fig. 2: SEMs of self-aligned emission structures fabricated at Micron. (a) Center of 6-in. substrate; (b) edge of6-in. substrate.
the extraction grid and the emitter tip. The
anode voltage relative to the substrate during
these measurements was 1000 V.
Micron selected the polishing process for
device fabrication because it is self-aligning,
has a wide process window, defines the grid
diameter by deposition (not lithography),
avoids using a thick deposition of angularly
evaporated molybdenum, and is compatible
with MDT's large-area tip-formation process. 7

Again, Again, and Yet Again
Emitters on the same substrate - and even
within the same array- can produce significantly different emission currents even though
the same voltage differential is being applied
to their respective extraction grids. These differences are the result of small variations in
tip diameter and surface structure which affect
the electrical field. Small variations in the
atomic make-up of the surface can change the
work function, which also generates significant differences in emission current. 2 •6
Variations in emission current affect image
quality. The image variations are reduced by
using large numbers of emitters operating in
parallel at each pixel site.
Further improvements in uniformity can be
achieved through electrical compensation.
The emitters are operated with a grid voltage
capable of producing an electron emission
current greater than the current desired and
limiting the electron current supplied to the
emitters. In addition to enhancing uniformity,
regulated operation prevents very-high-performance emitters in an array from destroying
themselves by generating very large currents.
One straightforward way of achieving current Limiting is to use a series electrical resis18
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tance both to individual emitters and arrays of
emitters. An approach developed by NASA
in the early 1970s uses microscopic discrete
resistors integrated with each emitter tip. 8
Another approach, pioneered at the Georgia
Institute of Technology, is described in a
Ph.D. thesis by Dr. Kon Jiun Lee that is an
excellent document for training engineers in
the area of field emission. 9 The thesis presents a technique - subsequently used in prototypes produced by the French team at LET!
-in which a resistive layer is deposited to
limit current through the field-emission cathodes (Fig. 4).

Almost Like a CRT Screen
The phosphor screen of an FED produces

light by cathodoluminescence, as does a conventional CRT. As in a CRT, a color image
can be obtained by using either a framesequential or spatial-color approach. 10• 11
Nearly all commercially successful displays
today- including those in home television
sets, desktop computer monitors, laptop computers, and color-camcorder viewfinders- use
spatial integration to provide a color image to
the viewer.
Although the qualitative physics of an FED
faceplate is very similar to that of a CRT faceplate, there are significant quantitative and
engineering differences. FEDs do not tolerate
particle shedding from the faceplate as well as
CRTs, so excellent phosphor adhesion is
required. The FED cathodes, which are very
close to the faceplate, are also sensitive to the
deposition of electronegative chemicals that
can increase the value of the emitter work
function. Therefore, some phosphor materials
that are suitable for CRTs- notably sulfides
of cadmium and zinc - are not recommended
for use in FEDs.
The processes used to pattern the phosphors
on the faceplate, bind the phosphors to the
faceplate, and prepare the phosphor materials
prior to application are critical to the fabrication of FEDs. These processes produce a thin,
non-luminescent coating on the phosphor
called the dead layer. High-voltage CRTs can
tolerate a significant dead layer because the
electrons are accelerated to high energies and
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Fig. 4: A current-limited field-emitter array and emission test circuitry (see Ref 9).
can easily pass through the dead layer to
excite the phosphor. Because FEDs employ
lower anode voltages, the phosphor screening
and binding processes must be tightly controlled to minimize the dead layer. Significant
advances in materials science, materials handling, and processing have occurred since the
last major industrial push in phosphor synthesis, which was driven by the development of
color television. These advances are being
employed in the production of quality phosphors optimized for use in FEDs, and we are
also seeing a resurgence of phosphor research.

Spacer Story
As shown in Fig. I , FEDs use spacers
between the faceplate and the baseplate to
support the plates against atmospheric pressure. In medium- and large-size FEDs, the

spacers must be distributed across the active
region of the display so thin, lightweight faceplates and baseplates can be used. (The blackmatrix regions of the display - used to absorb
ambient light and thus improve the display's
contrast- provide an excellent place to put
spacers so they are invisible to the user.)
The materials used for FED spacers must
not outgas and contaminate the high vacuum
between the plates, and the materials must be
able to withstand some stray electron bombardment without suffering from flashover,
degradation, or generation of secondary electrons. Spacer architectures employing a series
of individual posts provide the greatest protection against local pressure build-up, which can
result in destructive arcing. But this type of
structure requires spacer materials with high
compressive strengths.

Researchers have tried a variety of spacer
approaches. SRI has had some success with
patterned, deposited polyimide layers. LETI
has used glass spheres - a simple and low-cost
approach- for prototype displays. 12 An
advantage of spheres and other spacers with
curved sides is that they yield a higher voltage
stand-off than spacers with straight sides.
Low-resolution FEDs can readily accommodate spherical spacers because the relatively
large spacing between phosphor patterns is
large enough to hide them.
High-resolution FEDs will provide very little distance between phosphor patterns to
accommodate spacers. Smaller-diameter
spheres could be used, of course, but they
would make it difficult to provide a practical
working distance between the faceplate and
the baseplate.
The issue of working distance is critical
because it impacts the important issue of
phosphor lifetime. The smaller the working
distance, the smaller the maximum anode
voltage. The light output from many phosphors is power-dependent, so increased current can compensate for reduced anode voltage. But most phosphor lifetimes are largely
determined by the total accumulated charge
delivered per unit area through the life of the
display. This coulombic aging of the phosphor can be reduced through faceplate and
phosphor-materials considerations, but can be
impacted most dramatically by increasing the
stand-off capability of the spacers so the
required light output can be obtained with less
current.
Micron is pursuing a post-spacer architecture in its 14-in. prototype line (Fig. 5).
Micron's current design rule is to maintain a
reliable stand-off voltage of l 000 V. Micron 's
spacer technology (patent pending) produces
freestanding support pillars 25 J.lm wide and
250 J.lm tall. Voltage flashover measurements
taken along spacer stalks 250 J.l m long and 25
J.lm in diameter range from 1400 to 2200 V,
depending on process conditions. The surfaces of the stalks have outgassing characteristics equivalent to those of the materials of
the display envelope from 25 to 450°C.

Recent Results
MDT has recently produced several video-rate
spatial-color FED prototypes for use in military HMDs, weapon-siting devices, and camcorder viewfinders (Fig. 6). Prototype disInformation Display 10195
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Fig. 5 : A 14-ill. FED panel in process at Micro11 'sfaciliry in Boise. Idaho .

plays have been installed in fully functi onal
RCA PR0845 camcorders for demonstration
purpo e . Testing of the prototype displays in
the camcorder has shown a complete ab ence
of image smear. even during rapid panning in
camera mode, whi ch con venti onal AMLCD
viewfinders cannot do.
Con venti onal camcorder viewfinders typi call y operate at a luminance of about 15 fL.
The power consumption of the FED viewfinder at thi s luminance is approximately 25%
that of a backlit AMLCD viewfinder. The
baseplates for these displays were fabricated
on 6-in . substrates at Micron . The viewing
ang le during direct observati on of the di play
is over 160°.

that has made Micron· FED deve lopment
possi ble.
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Are Plasma Display Panels a Low-Cost
Technology?
At high volumes, materials costs and plant capitalization
determine the base cost of a display.

by Peter S. Friedman

E
SMA DISPLAY PANELS (PDPs) are widely
con idered to be the only current technology
that is practical for large direct- view color di plays. But the current pricing of about $400
per diagonal inch makes a 21-in. panel cost
about $8000, and the 42-in. panel that may
reach commercial production next year would
cost about $17,000- clearly too much for
even high-end home-theater applications.
Fujitsu, however, is predicting that PDP prices
will tumble to ¥ I 0,000 (US$125) per diagonal
inch, which would bring the price of a highend system within the range of the ··early
adopters·· market segment.
Is thi s projection fanciful? If not. can the
price of PDPs fall farther - even far enough to
allow PDP to compete with CRTs for mainstream data and television applications? The
answer to the latter que tion is yes. An analysis of the co t of owner hip of the manufacturing equipment and of the cost of materi als
indicates that PDP technology should be a
low-cost way of fabricating large-area directview FPD once PDPs become a mature,
high- vol ume manufacturing bu ine s- one in
which the facility in vestment does not dominate the manufacturing cost. Thi high- vo lume manufacturing model. which desc ribes
the cost structure for CRTs. predicts that the
manufacturing cost should be determined primarily by the total materials cost.

PeterS. Friedman is President of Photonics
Imaging, In c. located at 6975 Wales Rd.,
Northwood, OH 43619; telephone 419/6661024, fax 419/666-0785.
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POPs in General
Monochrome PDP have been ava ilable for
over 20 year and have found significant markets in computer, medical. commercial, and
military application . While the basic construction and processing of monochrome

PDP has evolved very little. there have been
sig nificant advancement in PDP color structure. material s, fabrication processes . electronics, and packaging. Since the late 1980s,
a number of companies have made important
contributions toward the development of full-

Photonics Imaging

Fig. 1: Thefinesr pixel pitch current/.\' m•ailable in a full-color (8- bir-gray-scale) plasma display is the 0.33 mm found in Phoronics ' 21-ilz. 1280 x 1024 A C-PDP video monitor. (This display was de veloped with ARPA fi mding.)
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three devices employ the same substrate glass
and gas mixtures, and the same phosphor, barrier, black-matrix, and seal materials. They
even have similar driver chips and gray-scale
memory chips, and energy-recovery and
power-supply circuitry. The manufacturing
processes and the equipment required to produce all three devices are also very similar.
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Worldwide, a number of companies are working to develop color DC-PDPs for commercial
application. Virtually all of these efforts use
some form of the pulse-memory drive structure first developed by NHK in 1982 (Fig. 2).
Modifications to the basic structure involve
the possible use of a resistor in each cell,
white reflective dielectric layers, an antireflective black matrix, and a contrast-enhancing RGB internal color filter. (All of these
modifications have been implemented via
screen-printing technology.)

Surface-Discharge AC-PDP
Fig. 2: The pulse-memory-drive structure for DC-PDPs was first developed by NHK in 1982.
The illustration shows the implementation of this structure in NHK's 40-in.-diagonal developmental color display.
color high-definition PDPs that operate at full
video rates with high luminance, high efficiency, true gray scale, and large area.
To date, the finest RGB-group pixel pitch
for a full-color plasma display is 0.33 mm
(Photonics' 21-in. AC-PDP 1280 x 1024, see
Fig. 1). This compares with 0.28 mm for a
typical 15-in. SVGA CRT computer monitor
and 0.35 mm for Sony's 28-in. (viewable),
16:9, 1920 x 1080 CRT monitor. The largest
full-color FPD fabricated to date is a 40-in.diagonal DC-PDP developed by NHK.
At last count, there were approximately 20
major color-PDP research and development
efforts worldwide- most of them in Japanaimed at commercializing this technology.
Large-area full-color PDPs are available from
Fujitsu, Photonics Imaging, Plasmaco, and
Thomson, with Fujitsu in volume production.
However, of those companies focusing on picture-on-the-wall HDTV, NHK has probably
done the most to publicize the materials and
process issues related to fabrication of large
PDPs. As high-volume commercialization of
color PDP technology comes rapidly closer,
the focus has changed from improving device

performance to manufacturing and materials
issues. Because PDPs use predominately
thick-film construction and non-semiconductor fabrication procedures, they offer relatively low capitalization, materials, and process costs.

Device Structure
Many different types of structures have been
reported, including ac, de, and ac-dc hybrid
devices. One of these structures, the
Townsend-Discharge de-memory display, set
a record for luminous efficacy at 1.6 lm/W for
white that has not been surpassed to this day.
But the once huge diversity of device structures has given way to just three current configurations: the pulse-memory-drive DCPDP, the surface-discharge AC-PDP, and the
double-substrate AC-PDP. The reason for
this coalescence is economics. Now that color
PDPs are emerging from R&D labs, it is manufacturing cost that distinguishes practical
structures from laboratory curiosities.
From a materials and fabrication point of
view, the three basic color-PDP structures are
much more alike than they are different. All

There are more than a dozen AC-PDP efforts
worldwide, most involving surface-discharge
structures (SD-PDP). The first color SD-PDP
device was reported by Fujitsu in 1981. The
forerunner to the modern three-electrode configuration - utilizing transparent ITO electrodes on the cover substrate, screen-printed
dielectric ribs on the rear substrate, and no
electrode crossovers - was first demonstrated
by AT&T Bell Labs in 1985. In 1993 Fujitsu
was the first to market a high-informationcontent color SD device: a 21-in. 640 x 480pixel, 8-bit-gray-scale, full-color AC-PDP
video monitor (Fig. 3). This display has an
area luminance for white of 200 cd/m 2 with a
luminous efficacy of 0.7 Lm/W. Many companies are investigating different variations of
the Fujitsu SD structure, but most of today's
efforts are on improving the manufacturing
process for lower cost and higher resolution.
As with DC-PDPs, the production process is
predominantly thick-film, with many of the
same fabrication techniques and materials.

Double-Substrate AC-PDP
The conventional double-substrate AC-PDP
has been investigated since the early 1970s for
use in color devices. The structure's two
major advantages are higher spatial resolution
and simplicity of fabrication. Today's highest-resolution full-color FPD video monitorInformation Display 10/95
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display manufacturing

Photonics' 21-in. 1280 x I 024 unit- uses this
structure. The double-substrate AC-PDP is
manufactured with materials that are almost
identical to those used in the other two structures, and is made with similar fabrication
techniques.

PDP Materials: Substrate Glass
Because all three basic PDP configurations
utili ze similar manufacturing processes and
materials, we can use a generic PDP structure
and process to consider PDP cost issues.
The maximum process temperature for PDP
devices is determined by the thick-film firing
temperature of the screen-pri nted electrodes
or dielectric- whichever is hi gher. Since this
temperature is generally less than 625 °C, fabricators can use soda-lime silicate float glass.
This glass is low in cost and has excellent surface flatness and finish, but its low softening
point of 722°C can result in changes in
dimension during processing. (Whether the
glass expands or contracts depends on the
thick-film firing profile being used.) This
lack of dimensional stabiLity during processing complicates subsequent barrier and phosphor-dot alignment. We can either compensate for the substrate's dimensional instability
by learning to adjust subsequent fabrication
process steps or we can develop a new glass
with a higher softening point. A new glass
formulation would involve a significant
increase in materials cost. On the other hand,
manufacturing yields will suffer if dimensional instabi lity can not be adequately controlled. Most companies are trying to learn to
live wi th the properties of conventional float
glass, although new formulations are being
investigated.

High-resolution thick-film printing processes
are the subject of much of this research,
including techniques such as ink-jet printing
and new formulations of photosensitive inks
and pastes. For high spatial resolutions,
though, conventional thin-film deposition of
metal films followed by photolithographic
patterning is still the most common technique.

PDP Materials: Barriers and
Dielectric
All full-color POPs req uire subpixel barrier
structures to physically isolate the R, G, and B
cells from optical crosstalk. Without such isolation, xenon VUV photons generated from
one cell can stimulate adjacent cells. This
causes photoluminescence of non-selected
phosphors, whi ch produces color desaturation
and loss of pixel definition. The barrier
geometry, in conj unction with the gas composition and pressure, affects not only pixel saturation and definition, but also the luminance,
luminous efficacy, phosphor lifetime, and fabrication cost.
The subpi xel barrier structure also isolates
the subpixels electrically. The importance of
this second function was not appreciated by
early PDP developers, who were familiar only

Front

electrodes
(Transparent)

PDP Materials: Electrodes
While many types of electrode materials have
been tried in PDP devices, the obvious trend
has been toward low-cost electrode materials
that are compatible with low-cost deposition
processes. The two most common thick-film
electrode materials for the rear substrate are
screen-printed nickel and si lver. For the front
substrate, the tendency is to use a low-cost
transparent conductor with a narrow, screenprinted metal bus-bar. Except when gold is
used, the materials cost far less than the processing to fabricate the electrode. As a result,
most of the research in this area has been
focused on low-cost process technology.
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with the open structures of monochrome
POPs. This led to the erroneous conclusion in
the 1970s and early 1980s that the electrical
crosstalk between adjacent cells would make
color POPs with high spatial resolution
impossible. But such displays are being made
today because barrier structures, in conj unction with new gas mixtures, have sharply
reduced electrical-crosstalk effects.
The optimum height for a barrier structure
depends upon several factors , but the most
important is pixel spatial resolution. The barriers in a color PDP also maintai n the proper
gap, which eliminates the need for the spacers
used in monochrome POPs. Typical barrier
heights range from 100 to 200 J.Jm in current
color devices.
These cell structures require thick-film fab ri cation. The most impressive results have
been achieved by screen printing- particularly as implemented by Noritake (Fig. 4),
whose panels have been used extensively by
Fujitsu. The barrier-rib width in these panels
is 55 J.Jm ; the fluctuation in both rib width and
height is ±10-15%. Making a rib three times
as high as it is wide requires the application of
five different thick-film pastes. And fabricating 55-J.J m-wide ribs across a 2 1-in .-diagonal
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Fig. 3: In 1993 Fujitsu marketed the first high-information-content, color surface-discharge
AC-PDP- a 21 -in. 640 x 480-pixel, 8-bit-gray-scale, full-color AC-PDP video monitor with an
area luminance for white of 150 cdlm 2 and a luminous efficacy of 0. 7 lm/W. The structure is
illustrated.

dielectric constant of I 0-15 and a coefficient
of thermal expansion close to that of the substrate glass (85-90 x 10-7/ 0 C).
All AC-PDP devices, color and monochrome, require a low-work-function, thinfilm dielectric coating for high secondary
electron emission. This dielectric is typically
magnesium oxide (MgO), which has high
electron emissivity, low cost, and high resistance to sputtering. The MgO surface effectively becomes the ac electrode and is responsible in large part for the long life of these
devices. Deposition of MgO is most often
done by electron-beam evaporation, although
researchers at Hiroshima University are developing a thick-film MgO paste that looks very
interesting.

PDP Materials: Phosphors and Gas
Mixtures

Noritake

Fig. 4: Noritake 's barrier-rib structure is used in the Fujitsu and Plasmaco 21-in. col01· displays.

J

panel represents a significant advance in the
state of the art for high-resolution screen
printing.
Fujitsu and Plasmaco successfully use
Noritake' s technology in their 21-in. 640 x
480-pixel displays. For greater pixel densities, new technologies are being developed.
Among these are hybrid screen printing and
photolithographic techniques using photosensitive pastes or novel removal schemes such
as sandblasting done with machines having
very precise frit and flow control.

In addition to the barrier-rib dielectric and a
black-matrix dielectric that coats the barrier
ribs on the viewing side, AC-PDPs also
employ a thick-film dielectric that is screenprinted over the sustain electrodes. This
material capacitively stores the pixel wall
charge. If this dielectric is on the front substrate, it must be transparent. When on the
rear substrate it can be clear, white (to
improve internal reflection), or black (to
increase contrast). In most cases, the thickfilm material is a lead borosilicate with a

There are two fundamental ways to achieve
color in PDP devices- through the inherent
color of the gas discharge itself or through an
appropriate phosphor excited by the gas discharge. Virtually all commercial monochrome PDPs utilize the visible emission from
a neon-gas discharge, which is inherently
orange-red in color. Other gas mixtures can
produce different colors, but this is not a practical approach for a full-color PDP with saturated colors. For this, it seems we must use a
single gas mixture in conjunction with photoluminescent phosphors.
Color PDPs are theoretically more efficient
than monochrome PDPs; recently, this theoretical advantage has been realized in practical
full-color devices. Fujitsu's commercial 21in. VGA panel has a luminous efficacy of 0.7
lm/W, and Plasmaco showed a higher-luminance 21-in. VGA prototype at SID '95 with
an efficacy of I lm/W.
The deposition of RGB phosphors in a PDP
is generally more difficult than in a CRT
because the phosphors must be placed within
the confines of a three-dimensional barrier
structure. Several effective thick-film deposition techniques have been developed, including pattern screen printing, and researchers
are working on new hybrid photolithographic
techniques for displays requiring greater pixel
densities.
There is room for improving the properties
of the phosphors themselves. In the U.S., a
government/university consortium- the Phosphor Technology Center of Excellence
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(PTCOE)- has been e tablished at the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta to pursue long-term research aimed at improving the
basic properties of phosphor materials. Photoluminescent phosphors have excellent color
satu ration with good stability. but most of the
work on these materials has been oriented
toward the needs of the fluorescent-lamp
industry. which has different requirements
than do PDP manufacturers. About a year
ago. the PTCOE began a photolumine cent
phosphor-synthesis program to produce materials optim ized for PDP stability and efficiency.
The radiative lifetime of a phosphor must
be fast enough so that it does not induce
motion "smear" in video-rate images. Of the
three primary-color phosphors. only the
Zn1 Si0 4 :Mn commonly used for green has a
decay time that is too long (25-30 ms) for
moving images at 72 fps. Fortunately. modifications of this phosphor have demonstrated
decay times of 5 ms or faster. and other materials also look promising.
The excitation gas used in most color POPs
is a Penning mixture of xenon and at least one
other component, with xenon as the minority
constituent. He-Xe and Ne-Xe are the most
common two-component mixtures. Because
of the variety of color PDP device structures
being developed. device designers have not
reached a consensus on optimum gas compoition or gas pressure. Everything else being
the same, the higher the concentration of
xenon. the higher the luminous output and
operating vo ltage. The higher the gas fill
pressure, the greater the luminous output and
the higher the operating voltage.

!Cs using dielectric isolation technology.
These advances should cut the driver cost by
half again. which would make plasma drivers
cost-competitive with LCD drivers.

The Bottom Line
Large-area color POPs exhibit inherentl y low
costs from both the materials and manufacturing poims of view. Most of the production
processes are thick-film, which are typically
high in yie ld and low in capitalization. Thus.
once POPs are produced in high volume, their
co ts shou ld be competitive wi th large-area
high-resolution CRTs for both the desktopco.nputer and home-entertainment markets. •
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OCTOBER
Asia Display '95 - International Display Research
Conference
ACT CITY, HAMAMA TSU, JAPAN
OCTOBER 16 - 18, 1995
• An international conference on display
research and development aspects of:
- Disolay Fundamentals Display Devices
-Hard Cooy & Storage Input Systems
- Integrated Devices and APplications
-Image and Signal Processing
-Color Perception, Human Factors

Driver ICs
The fu·st generation of driver integrated circuits (ICs) specifically developed for color
large-area 8-bit-gray-scale AC- and DC-PDPs
has now been fabricated and is being designed
into the next generation of color-PDP products. These drivers have been developed by a
Photonics-Supertex team in the U.S. (under
ARPA funding) and by an HK-Texas
Instruments team in Japan. The development
i significant because for I 000-line color
FPDs. driver chips constitute the single largest
component cost. The new generation of
driver ICs should reduce the electronics cost
by half. Later in thi decade. we should see
advances in the fabrication of high-voltage
28
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SID '96
Symposium, Seminar
and Exhibition
San Diego, California
San Diego Convention Center
May 12-17, 1996
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editorial
continued from page 2
The new digital information media will
allow conversations to replace monologues both where it makes sense and where it does
not. Paper-like electronic displays are
expected to appear in the marketplace as early
as next year. These new document readers,
some of which will be lightweight and
portable, will support a new spectrum of IPs.
Some of these IPs will be electronic periodicals that are both multimedia and interactive.
When the document reader is also designed to
be interactive, it can serve not on ly as a rendering engine for the information but also as a
means for altering the database.
In the era of digital information, new flatscreen display technology will continue to
stimulate the development of many new information products. We ' re seeing a lot, but we
ain ' t seen nothin' yet.
-Jim Larimer and Ken Werner

Jim Larimer is Principal Scientist, Computational Human Engineering Research Office,
at the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space
Administration 's Ames Research Center. Ken
Werner is Editor of Information Display.

7
NOVEMBER
3rd Color Imaging Conference: Color Science,
Systems, & Applications
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA
NOVEMBER 7- 10, 1 9 9 5
• An international multidisciplinary forum
for dialogue on :
-Creation and capture of Color Images
-Color Image reproduction and
interchange
-Co-sponsored with IS&T.

Please send new product releases or
news items to Joan Gorman, Departments Editor, Information Display, c/o
Palisades In stitute for Research
Services, Inc. , 201 Varick Street, New
York, NY 10014.

TEAM Systems PC-Based Programmable Video Generators,
right ON TARGET when it comes to price and petformance.
Pixel frequencies up to 220 MHz, a very easy to operate WINDOWS
interface, full control of R-G-B & H- VSync. outputs and fu ll pattern
programming. On target for Service, Maintenance, Engineering
and Computer Controlled Manufacturing of Display Systems

call:

1-800-338-1981

2934 Corvin Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051
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Computex Taipei '95
Taiwanese companies will ship nearly 30 million monitors in
·]995- and most of them seemed to be on display at Computex.

by Bryan Norris

SouTHEAST ASIA's largest computer show,
held June 5-9, 1995, in Taipei, Taiwan, set
new records. Computex Taipei ' 95, expanded
from one hall to two twin halls in the Taipei
World Trade Center, boosted exhibition space
by 12% to 30,000 square meters and boosted
exhibitors by 15% to 637 from 553 in 1994.
Over half of the 73 overseas exhibitors
were from the USA, while others came from
Japan, Singapore, Hong Kong, Germany, the
UK, Australia, Malaysia, South Africa, and
Thailand. This year, the show also included
nine of Taiwan's top information-technology
(IT) exporters: Chicony, Chuntex (CTX),
Clevo, Compal, Datatech, Elitegroup, GVC,
Mitac, and Tatung. They were housed in
grand suites of the new "Rising Stars Hall" at
the over-the-road Taipei International Convention Center. A few companies, such as
AOC and newcomer AmTRAN, had their
wares laid out in luxury suites of the nearby
Grand Hyatt Hotel. In addition, the show
organizers, the China External Trade Development Council (CEDTRA) and the Taipei
Computer Association, increased the number
of keynote speeches and seminars by 40% to a
total of 56.

No Stopping the IT Industry
In 1994 Taiwan was the fourth-largest IT producer, with a combined local production value

Bryan Norris is Monitor Program Manager
at BIS Strategic Decisions, Ltd., 40-44 Rothesay Road, Luton, Bedfordshire, LUJJQZ UK;
telephone 44-1-582-405-678, fax 44-1-582454-828. He is a contributing editor to Information Display.
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ofUS$11.6 billion- up 19.5% over 1993plus a staggering further US$3 billion of offshore production by Taiwanese companies.
Taiwan therefore became the world's leading
producer of main boards, mice, and keyboards
(80% market share in each category), image
scanners (61%), monitors (56%), and, more
recently, notebook computers (28%). And in
1995, Taiwan's production ofiT hardware is
predicted to grow nearly 20% to US$17.3 billion, with domestic output up 13.5% to $13 .1
billion and offshore production up 42% to
$4.2 billion! Furthermore, Taiwanese industry, already very active in CRT production,
aims to increase its investment in the key
core-components sector, notably by ramping
up its output of DRAMs, CPUs, chip sets, and
LCDs. Thus, in 1995, Taiwan is expecting to
overtake Germany and become the world's
third-largest IT products supplier- after the
USA and Japan.

The Rich Get Richer
According to articles in the local press, the
well-respected Market Intelligence Center
(MIC), a division of Taiwan's Institute of
Information Industry (Ill), reported that Taiwanese suppliers manufactured over 24 million monitors in 1994, up over 34% from
1993 and worth nearly US$5 .3 billion or 30%
of Taiwan's total IT revenues. More surprising, 40% of Taiwan's monitors are now made
offshore, primarily in Thailand and China. In
the first quarter of 1995, Taiwan 's monitor
output grew to nearly 7.5 million units (up
31% over the same period in 1994), with
nearly 4.2 million being produced in Taiwan
itself (up 7.5%) and nearly 3.8 million being
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produced at offshore locations (up 84%!). For
this first quarter, Europe overtook the USA as
the largest recipient- taking over 40% of the
7.5 million monitors- while the U.S. share
dropped below 39%. Of the second quarter's
predicted output of over 8 million monitors,
nearly half will be made offshore.
For the full year 1995, combined monitor
production is expected to reach between 27.5
and 30 million units! Interestingly, there is a
clear indication that most of the major producers are getting larger, both by volume output
and share of total Taiwanese production. In
1993 the top 20 suppliers by volume
accounted for just over 89.5% of the total output. In 1994 their share rose to nearly 92%,
and in the first quarter of 1995 it was over
95.5 %.
Offshore plants making large volumes of
predominantly 14-in. monitors play a significant role in this trend. Acer, Philips, ADI,
Lite-On, MAG, Tatung, and CTX- all leading members of the top 20 in terms of units
produced in 1994 - had a good year. Each of
them is now making well over a million units
a year. Although lower down the list, Delta,
TVM, KFC, Shamrock, Teco, Bridge, AOC,
and Jean (Wen) also had good years. Royal,
Compal, and Capetronic, on the other hand,
did not do as well as in 1993.
Some companies, such as Intra, went out of
business. Others were bought by large multiproduct companies. Elitegroup took over the
Da Vinci brand from Chenbro group and
renamed the monitor range Vertos. Other
firms, including Clevo and Chien Hou/Datas,
withdrew completely from the monitor marketplace.

Fig. 1: An old idea revived by roday's multimedia needs, rhe monipurer is an all-purpose
a/l-in-one prod;<ct integrating a PC, moniror,
speakers, CD-ROM, and a variety of optional
features. The market for these products has
really taken off in Japan - 650,000 units sold
in 1994- and a do::.en companies showed
moniputers at Computex. The ElitegroupNertos Sphinx 554 (pictured) contains a digitally
com rolled 15-in. CRT display with 0.28-mm
dot pitch and a hori::.omal scan frequency of
30-64 kH::..
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For the smaller firms to conti nue to manufacture monitors, provided they can sti ll get
tubes of course, they must become niche-market uppliers or search out special small-volume needs that the larger companies have no
wish to service. For example, ThreeSOMA
boasts a couple of " quality" 14-in. monochrome monitors, which it sells OEM in quite
rea on able quanti tie to Tatung and OEMs
and under its own brand name in Europe, particularly in Poland .
Chun Yun Electronics has wi thdrawn from
providing 14-in. color and concentrates on 17in. and large-screen models . notably tho e that
are video-compatible and have 28-, 29-, 33 -,
and 37 -in. CRTs. At the other end of the
screen - ize table, Action, ETC, TVS, and
Wen (Jean) have all bui lt up a reputation for
supplying the relatively mall but growing
market for 9/1 0-in . monitor , monochrome
and co lor.

14'x17"x17"
27kg (59.471b)
Option
Option

EiitegroupNertos

Acer Peripherals, by virtue of it new vo lumeproduction factory in Malay ia. almost doubled its 1993 output to reach nearly 2.6 million monitor and to top the 1994 list. With
nearly 900,000 monitors produced in the first
quarter of 1995, Acer is well on course to supplying 4 million unit in 1995- over 3 million
from Malaysia- and 6.7 million a year by the
end of 1996. (Three more production lines
will be added to the Malay ian plant.) API'
new monitor plant near T aoyuan, T aiwan, will
be ready in the third quarter of 1995 and will
double the company ' s capacity in Taiwan.
API has also tarted construction on a new
monitor factory at Suzhou, China, and another
plant is being considered in South America or
Mexico.
Dutch company Philips Taiwan also had a
very uccessful year in Taiwan, both in monitor and CRT production . H aving also pro-
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show report

duced nearly 2.6 million monitors in 1994 and
around 750,000 in the first quarter of 1995, it
is also well on target in its ambitious 1995
goal to produce over 5.5 million monitors in
its Taiwanese, Mexican, and Hungarian
plants.
ADI made just over 1.9 million monitors in
1994 and, now working to capacity to meet its
commitments, has signed contracts with firms
in Malaysia and China to sub-contract production . A large part of the output of ADI's two
Taiwanese factories, currently making about
120,000 units a month, is devoted to supplying its major OEM client, Compaq. The three
production lines in ADI's Thailand plant are
producing 65,000 units a month, and the Thai
and Chinese operations are being expanded to
provide 80,000 units a month. In 1994, ADI,
one of the largest Taiwanese monitor-only
producers, had profits of US$16 million on
revenues of US$424 million. This profit margin of only 3.7% is not atypical for Taiwanese
monitor makers.
Founded in 1918, Tatung is one of the old
established Taiwanese companies, and one of
the largest, with 1993 sales revenues of
US$2.6 billion. It employs 30,000 people and
manufactures a wide variety of electronic and
electrical goods in factories all over the world.
As well as making monitors in Taiwan,
Tatung assembles monitors in Thailand and at
Telford in the UK. Asian production reached
nearly 1.9 million monitors in 1994, and
Tatung is expanding production significantly.
An integral part of Tatung's operation is its
CRT production division, Chunghwa Picture
Tube (CPT), which is one of the world's
largest manufacturers of 14-in. tubes.
Lite-On doubled its monitor output in 1994
to 1.75 million units and has very ambitious
plans to continue to expand production at this
rate. At its two plants on the Keelung, Taiwan, site there is a monthly capacity to make
85 ,000 monitors, and the Penang, Malaysia,
factories have a combined capacity of 220,000
units a month. With Lite-On's new plant in
China coming on-stream in 1995 and the
Mexican plant in 1996, capacity in 1996 will
rise to 470,000 monitors a month. A European plant is planned for 1997, which will
bring the total capacity up to 600,000 units a
month.
CTX (Chuntex) and its nearly 14,000
employees produced 1.45 million monitors in
1994. Chuntex expects revenues to reach
32
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US$750 million in 1995, primarily from the
planned production of 2.5 million color monitors - I million in the Chuntex-owned AnnDong plant at Chung-Li, Taiwan, another million in the new Thailand factory , 450,000 in
the older Thai factory , and 50,000 in the new
Hong Kong plant. The 15-, 17-, and 20/21-in.
models made by CTX in its Chung-Li factory
are noted for their up-to-date specifications.
Chuntex is also very active in the stand-alone
LCD monitor field . One of the world's largest
suppliers of these products, CTX is being
forced to look for larger premises for its LCD
assembly operation currently located at the
Science-Based Industrial Park Hsinchu.
MAG, considered to be a high-end monitor
maker, produced around 1.2 million monitors
in 1994, 45% of these being 17- and 21-in.
models. In the first quarter of 1995, MAG
supplied over 410,000 units, and with fullscale production of 14- and 15-in. monitors
beginning at the Indonesia factory in August,
1995, MAG aims to increase its 1995 total to
1.8 million units.

On View at Computex Taipei '95
Over and above any other show, Computex is
a paradise for anybody interested in monitors!
The exhibition halls were crammed with over
50 monitor suppliers, nearly all with impressive booths.
The move toward monitors with larger
screens - and thus higher profit margins continues. Some of the smaller-volume producers without low-cost overseas plants, such
as Topfly and Chun Yun, have withdrawn
completely from supplying 14-in. models.
Most of the larger companies have slimmed
down their 14-in. range, standardized on one
or maybe two chassis, and often have dispensed with the high-end model now being
challenged by 15-in. models. Examples
include ADI, Bridge, CTX, and Parco (Pei
Chou).
The main emphases by the Taiwanese suppliers are on 15-in. and, especially, 17-in.
monitors. Most of the products have maximum horizontal scan frequencies in the
64--70-kHz range, giving a flicker-free 1024 x
768 at around 75 Hz. However, in addition,
there were nearly 40 80-85-kHz 17-in. models on offer which are capable of running a
flicker-free 1280 x 1024 at around 75Hz. At
the other end of the scale, seven 15-in. and
seven 17-in. 48-50-kHz models were to be

seen. Half of the 17s had 0.42-0.39-mm dotpitch tubes aimed at the consumer/multimedia
market.
An interesting 17-in. unit on the ADI stand
was a rotatable model allowing the screen to
be in either the "landscape" or "portrait" position. ~mTRAN , whose President, Alpa Wu,
is the ex-CEO of MAG, was exhibiting its
very impressive 17- and prototype 21-in.
monitors alongside the much larger, heavier,
and less-featured MAG models in a Grand
Hyatt suite.
This year there were quite a few 20- and
21-in. monitors on offer by some of the larger
or more able monitor producers. It must be
noted that some of these monitors are still to
be announced, and others come under the category of "We will make these if you wish to
order enough." However, some manufacturers, such as Cheer, had decided that it was just
not economical to offer still another 20-in.
monitor.
Despite ongoing demand by a significant
number of end users- especially in southern
and eastern Europe and in developing countries- this year is likely to see the last of the
14-in. monitors with a 0.39-mm dot-pitch
tube. Companies such as Addonics, ADI,
Cheer, Lite-On, Parco, Proton, Regent, and
VDO have already stopped making this product, and others are only hanging on "while
stocks of COTs last, to the end of 1995, perhaps."

Shortages and Price Hikes
It was tube shortages and price rises that were
the major talking points in Taipei . At the
moment, there is shortfall of color display
tubes (COTs) of all screen sizes. But as CRT
manufacturers work 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, and rush to bring extra capacity onstream, the deficit between demand and supply is confidently predicted by most tube suppliers to disappear by the end of 1995, or even
earlier. Thus, this year's worldwide CDT
demand, variously estimated to be between 47
and 50 million units, should be satisfied eventually, but empty supply times could take a
while to fi ll. It appears that only the monitor
makers who have high-volume demand on
their side, or who got orders in and accepted
early, will have their requirements satisfied
before the fourth quarter.
In times of shortage, producers can increase
prices, especially if profit margins have fallen

THE NEW Lithography
LARGE AREA
SCANNING PROJECTION
below econom icall y viable le vels. CDT profit
margins fell to as low a 4-5% in 1994. and
we have een price rise of 12-15% since
October. 1994. to improve these margins. as
well as to keep up with spiraling cost for
steel. copper. and plastics, and to keep up with
dollar-yen exchange-rate depreciation. Current CDT prices are around US$90 for a color
14 in .. US$ 11 0-130 for a 15 in .. and S$220
for a 17 in. But percentages are still well
below the profit level of other components,
so further increases are in the pipeline. Thi
mean that monitor prices will at least tay
constant- if not increase- for there t of
1995.

The Moniputer
There was considerable razzmatazz about ··the
fi nal integrati on·· - the ·'mo niputer" ' (Fig. I).
An o ld idea revived by today's multimedia
needs, the moniputer is an all -purpose ali -inone product integrating the PC in the monitor
and addi ng sound card, speaker . and CDROM , plus as many other feature a the end
user consider necessary and i willing to pay
for. (U nlike earlier efforts in this genre. the
cun·ent generation is expandab le. with accesible card lot , drive bays, and memory sockets.) The market for the e products has reall y
taken off in Japan. In 1994 around 650,000
moniputers were sold there. The major suppliers were EC. IBM. Compaq. Fujitsu, and
Matsushita!Panasonic. In 1995 sale of these
units are expected to reach one and a quarter
million!
At CeBTT "95. Lite-On showed its 14/15in.-screen model. And at Computex there
were moniputers in all statu s position . from
·'you like it- we'll make it"" prototypes to
units actually being delivered. Companies
that had a moniputer to show included Compal, ElitegroupNertos. FlC!Leo. Forefront,
GVC. KFC. Mitac. Philip . Tatung. TVM. and
Waffer/High Ability Computers. Apparently.
President also has a model. Mo thad a 14-in.
creen with a 15-in. option. Forefront has a
12-in. unit and Compal is planning a 17-in.
model.
Elitegroup Computer System -a major
motherboard maker with Umax as its parent
company- promoted its Vertos moniputers.
which are representati ve of what i being
offered. A shown in the exhibit, these have a
0 .28-mm dot-pitch (30-50-kHz) 14-in. monitor (Sphinx 442) or (30-64-k Hz) 15-in. moni-

tor (Sphinx 554) with two integrated stereo
3-W peakers. built-in double- or quad-speed
CD-ROM drive. and a 16-bit sou nd card. The
PC itself i a 486SX/DX/DX2/DX4 (442) or
Pentium P54C (554) with 4-68 to 8-128MB
of RAM. Five a orted expansion slots are
standard. Option include MPEG video card
or software. fax/modem/voice facility. TV
tuner card, and remote control. Some suppliers even offer karaoke kits.

Taiwan's Monitor Makers Go for IT
Thi year's Computex again served to endorse
the commanding presence that Taiwane e
monitor manufacturers have in the world. It is
not ju t a case of sheer volume- which is
staggering. But the quality and variety of the
products and the innovations already being
incorporated in them are also extremely
impre ive.
Suppliers uch as Abco. AOC. Bridge,
Compal. Delta. MAG. Philips. Royal. Sampo.
Shamrock. Tatung. TVM. VDO, and ViewSonic now offer some model with the option
of (DDC 1/2B ) ·'Plug & Play:·
On the "'green'" theme. most Taiwane e
monitors have the MPR-11 option. and anumber have TCO "92. which incorporate
UTEK's stringent power-save level .
otable manufacturers in thi s camp are Acer.
ADI. Compal. MAG. and Sampo.
CTX has a new 17-in. model that incorporate s the new 17-in. Diamondtron® aperturegrill tube from Mit ubishi and a line of stateof-the-an stand-alone LCD monitor . The
company promi e bigger creen izes and
high-re olution flat-panel models soon. AOC
now offer a 3-year guarantee. partly to
redress the trouble AOC had Ia t year. ewcomer Am TRAN has a very neat. imple-tooperate. one-k nob, on-screen-display system
on its ophisticated 17-in. monitor. And
Action. GVC. Optiquest. Philips Taiwan.
Sampo. and Ty tar all have models with housings in ""your newest color"" blue-grey plastic.
A number of companie . in addition to CTX,
were demonstrating LCD stand-alones.
Computex Taipei again provided a rewarding opportunity to learn just how important
and up-to-date are the monitors from the Taiwanese industry. The industry's volume output, innovation, and quality are already
extremely impressive- and the industry"
competitiveness virtually a ures that in 1995
it will be even more impre si e' •

High performance color
EL panels by Planar Systems, Inc .
Beaverton, OR

Color filters for AMLCO (720X)
lmageQuest Technologies, Inc.
Fremon~ CA

Put this new cost
savings technology
to work in your
production line
with the
Tamarack
Series 300
• 500 x 600 mm substrates
•4 micron resolution
•large depth of field

*

Tamarack Sdentific
1040 N. Armando Street
Anaheim CA 92806
(714) 632-5030
Fax (714) 632-1455
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Multi-format hi-res monitor
EDL Displays, Inc. , Dayton, Ohio, has
announced the MasterSync 6 128, a 16:9 highresolution color monitor utilizing a 28-in.diagonal CRT with a dot pitch of 0.35 mm.
The 6128 provides sharp images at resolutions
up to 1920 x 1080 non-interlaced, and will
automatically sync and display any RGB format from 15 to 90 kHz without a scan converter. The MasterSync 6128 is built in a
modular fashion and all electronics are accessible via rear-panel plug-in modules .
Information: Michael J. McArdle, EDL
Displays, Inc., 1300 Research Park Drive,
Dayton, OH45432. 513/429-7423, fax
51 3/429-6985.

much as 20 ft. across, and the hori zontal and
vertical fields of view may extend to as much
as 360°. The display hardware and the screen
surface are fi ltered out to display the 3-D
computer rendering or full-motion video
image in "thin air," thus eliminating the physical boundaries of a monitor. The images can
be viewed in natural light as well in darkness
or under controlled lighting conditions. In
addition to use in point-of-sale kiosks, the
technology is also relevant to gaming, entertainment, medical, military, and navigational
applications.
Information: Dimensional Media Associates, 675 A venue of the Americas, New York,
NY 10010. 212/620-4100, fax 212/620-7771 ,
e-mail: dma@3dmedia.com.

The suggested retail price for the PT -51 G20 is
$2499.95 and $2699.95 for the PT-51G30.
Information: Matsushita Consumer Electronics Co., One Panasonic Way, Secaucus,
NJ 07094.

Circle no. 3
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Tabletop projection TVs
Circle no.l

High-definition floating images
Dimensional Media Associates (DMA), New
York, New York, has introduced a high-definition volumetric display (HDVD™) for
interactive touch-screen kiosks that projects
fu ll-motion 3-D animation and video images
into free space. The principle of the suspended-image system involves the collection
of light rays from either single or multiple
sources, including a CD-ROM, laser disc,
video recorder, or HDTV broadcast signal,
and reassembly and projection of the aggregate light rays into a 3-D aerial image. The
projected image can vary from inches to as
40
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Matsushita Consumer Electronics Company,
Secaucus, New Jersey, has announced the
Panasonic PT-51G20 and the step-up PT51 G30, two new 51-in.-diagonal tabletop projection TV s that double the viewing area of a
35-in. direct-view set. Their slim profiles, just
23.6 in. deep, facilitate in-wall installation,
where remote controls can command the TVs
through the screen. Both sets can reproduce
750 lines of horizontal resolution. The PT51 G20 features a comb fi lter which helps
remove "dot-crawl" distortion, whi le the PT51G30 employs a new 3-D luminance/chrominance comb filter for even greater picture
integrity . User-activated artificial-intelligence
sound, which detects and compensates for
sudden and drastic volume changes, protects
viewers from the auditory jolts that usually
accompany TV commercials, and equalizes
volume levels among different TV channels.

Projection-panel upgrade
Proxima Corp. , San Diego, California, has
introduced Version 2.0 of its Ovation+® 920,
the first fully workstation-compatible activematrix LCD projection panel capable of displaying 1280 x 1024 images. With a data rate
of 135 MHz, the panel offers the highest
bandwidth compatibility of any LCD projection panel, and can interface with the highestspeed workstations directly at their highestresolution mode. Ovation+ 920 features
include the ability to pan freely around the
entire screen area to display full pixel resolution, and zoom capability to blow up a 640 x
480 image to fill the entire screen . In addition, the panel incorporates an innovative
LightBoardTM feature that lets users highlight
information directly on the projected image,
regardless of application, and it's the only
product in its class to offer complete remote
control of software through Proxima's
Cyclops® cordless mouse. The Proxima Ovation+ 920 lists for $14,795 and is available
through value-added resellers and workstation
distribution channels.

Information: Proxima Corp., 9440 Carroll
Park Drive, San Diego, CA 92121-2298.
619/457-5500, fax 619/457-9647.
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Adjustable magnetic shield
Magnetic Shield Corp., Bensenville, Illinois,
has announced SHIELDWRAP™, a spiralwound EMI magnetic shield that adjusts to
protect sensitive electronic components ranging from 1.25 to 4.00 in. in diameter. The
shield is also easily formed to fit irregular
cross sections, and has the capacity to adjust
the level of attenuation by varying the degree
of overlap. Reusable SHIELD WRAP provides the high levels of attenuation associated
with concentric shields. It is manufactured
from high-permeability CO-NETIC AA alloy
and produced in 60-in. lengths at a price of
$50.00 each from stock. Custom lengths supplied on special order. Contact factory for
data sheet SW - 1.
Information: Magnetic Shield Corp., 740
North Thomas Drive, Bensenville, IL 60106.
7081766-7800, fax 7081766-2813.

TEAM Systems ASTRO VG-800 Series of Programmable Video Generators,
right ON TARGET with performance, reliability and ease of operation.
Pixel frequencies up to 440 MHz with full 256 Level Gray Scale
compatibility, Fully Interchangeable Program Storage Devices and
a full3-Year warranty. On target for Engineering, Manufacturing
and Servicing of Display Systems.

call: 1-800-338-1981
Circle no. 5

2934 Corvin Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051
Circle no. 29

new products

Fast photoresist stripper
Silicon Valley Chemlabs, Inc., Santa Clara,
California, has introduced the PRx™ Positive
Photoresist Stripper, a non-corrosive stripping
solution that removes post-etch hardened
polymers and polymer residue from semiconductor wafers. The solution is formulated
specifically for modern sub-half-micron IC
processes, and dissolves hard-to-remove highdose ion-implanted, hard-baked, and plasmaetched polymers 2-3 times faster than conventional solvent-based strippers at low temperatures between 25 and 60°C. The PRx stripper
is water soluble, biodegradable, non-flammable, non-toxic, and non-corrosive. Soft
metals such as copper and aluminum are not
attacked because the formula is free of amines
and NMP, chemicals present in other stripper
formulations.
Information: Shawn Sahbari, Silicon Valley ChemLabs, Inc., 3446 De La Cruz Blvd.,
Santa Clara, CA 95054. 408/970-0656, fax
408/970-0659.

books. VideoShot can capture an image at
640 x 480 resolution in 16 million colors in
1130th of a second, works with all available
image-processing software, including PhotoStudio, Photoshop, and Corel Draw, and is
TWAIN-compatible. Video input is accomplished using VideoLabs' FlexCam®, a camcorder, a VCR, or any other video source.
Depending upon the capabilities of the user's
computer, a preview rate of 8-12 frames/s is
possible. The VideoShot frame grabber is
Listed at $229.
Information: VideoLabs, Inc. , 10925 Bren
Road East, Minneapolis, MN 55343.
612/988-0055, fax 612/988-0066.

Broadband polarization rotator

64-channel column driver IC

i
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Stand-alone frame grabber
VideoLabs, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota, has
announced the VideoShot, a palm-size standalone frame grabber for notebooks and PCs
that plugs directly into a parallel port, operates
on three AAA batteries, and can capture 500
true-color frames when working with note42
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HV621 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
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ties is $ 12.74. Lead time for production quantities is 4-6 weeks ARO.
Information: Supertex, Inc., 1350 Bordeaux Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 . 40817440100, fax 4081734-5247.

Supertex, Inc., Sunnyvale, California, has
introduced the HV62106, a 64-channel column driver IC designed for gray-shade flatpanel displays capable of achieving 16 gray
shades on each of the 64 outputs. The
HV621 06 has a breakdown voltage of 60 V
and a source and sink current capability of 12
rnA minimum. The logic section of the chip,
which operates at 5 V, has two sets of 2-bit
data-input pins that receive data at a 14-MHz
rate, with an effective data throughput rate of
28 MHz. Other features include a direction
pin to allow for either clockwise or counterclockwise output sequencing, as well as a chip
select pin that enables the next device in the
chain ofiCs. Available in die form, the
HV62106 has a pad layout that is mechanically balanced for use in flip-chip-on-glass
(FCOG) mounting. Applications include driving electroluminescent, plasma, vacuum fluorescent, and other flat-panel displays. The
price for the HV621 06 in 1000-piece quanti-

Displaytech, Inc., Boulder, Colorado, has
introduced the Achromatic Rotator, a highspeed liquid-crystal light valve that transmits
broadband light waves for more even color
transmission. The device, which serves as a
broadband polarization rotator, is able to
improve the broadband spectral response by
sacrificing contrast. The Achromatic Rotator
combines a single ferroelectric liquid-crystal
cell with a static birefringent element, and is
designed and assembled so that the retardance
is a half-wave in the green, blue, and red. The
rotator can be designed and built to accommodate both the visible-light spectrum and nearinfrared. Typical spectral responses are an
85 % transmission for single wavelengths and
92% for the integrated spectrum. Contrast
ratios are 100: I between parallel polarizers
and 200: I between crossed polarizers. The
device can be used in applications such as single-camera 3-D video capture.
Information: Haviland Wright, Displaytech, Inc., 2200 Central Ave., Boulder, CO
80301. 303/449-8933, fax 303/449-8934.
Circle no. 9

Super-bright LCD projectors
Polaroid Electronic Imaging Systems, Cambridge, Massachusetts, has announced the

Polaview line of uper-bright LCD projectors.
The lead product in Polaroid's new lineup is
the Polaview 105 polysi licon projector that
produces sharp images in up to 16.7 million
colors. It optimized 300SI-lumen optical
system includes a metal halide lamp that
delivers exceptionally bright image even in
fully lit meeting rooms. The Polaview lOS's
motorized 1.6: I zoom lens with focu control
can be adjusted with a remote control or keypad located on the projector. With a focal di ranee from I m to infinity. the Polaview I 05
can display image more than 30ft. in size,
measured diagona ll y. Multiple computer and
video input a llow dual presentations. The
Polaview I 05 supports most worldwide video
tandards and ha a suggested list price of
$9495.
Information: Michael J. Spataro, Polaroid
Electronic Imaging Systems. 565 Technology
Square. Cambridge. MA 02139. 617/3863573.

BEAM VIEW! ! Another of the dazzling array of fast. accurate measurement capabili ties of the SS200. Th is fully automatic test "strips awa) .. the shadow mask and allows
complete analysi> of the beam in ;,econds. Includes convergence. MTF. jitter. luminance.
line width. contour map;,. and an auLOmatic Le'oL ~uite for ISO 92-ll qualification te Ling.
See the;,e and many other test function performed at your location. Comact Microvi ion
to be included in our next demonstration tour in your area. Call 1-800-931-31 8.

MICROVISION

lnt'l Reps :
Japan, ARGO CORP., 06 339 3366
Taiwan , Superlink Tech ., 02 705 709
Korea , B & P lnt'l. , 02 546 1457

180 Knowles Drive, Suite 100
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 374-3158 FAX (408) 374-9394
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Clearly ...
Quality Displays
Start With Quality
Sputtering Targets
Circle no. 10 •

Please send new product releases or
news items to Joan Connan, Departments Editor, Information Display, c/o
Pali sades In stit ut e for R esearch
Services. Inc., 201 Varick Street. New
York, NY 10014.

Please send nell' contribuTions or noteworthy news items To Aris Sil:ars,
Contributing Editor, Information
Displa y, c/o Palisades InsTiTUte for
Research Services, Inc., 201 Varick
Street. Neu· York. NY 10014.

PlasmArc"' understands reliable thin
film coatings are vital to quality
displays . And the ability to deliver
consistent coatings depends on you r
choice of sputtering targets .
PlasmArc"' offers a complete range of
high quality sputtering targets for
transparent conducting oxides and
optical coating applications . Fully
integrated manufacturing allows us to
competitively supply all planar and
rotary cathodes for standard and
custom equipment. Our comprehensive

Plasm Arc
~AR£8NIIIIIII

services include target
manufacturing , bonding to
backing plates and reclamation
of spent materials .
PlasmArc"' technical staff can
provide you with innovative and
effective approaches to optimize
your production processes . Our
products will be engineered to fit
your needs no matter how complex
your system requirements .
PlasmArc:'". .. Clearly The
Quality Choice For Your
Sputtering Target Needs.
For more info rmation , contact:
PlasmArc"'
50 S ims Avenue
Providence , Rl 02909
Te l: (401) 456-0800
Fax: (401) 42 1-24 19
Toll Free (800 ) 343-0282
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display continuum
continued from page 4
digiti zation numbers for color fil m- on the
order of 20 megapi xels - and had even read
one artic le, the source of which he now could
not reme mber, th at quoted a fig ure of 60

With full viewing brightness at any
angle, th e PixTech Field Emission
Display (FED) opens up new opportunities in the design of instrumentation
d isplays. And the Pi xTech FED performs as well as it looks:
• Full l 0° viewing angle,
horizontal and vertical.
• Instant on (5 seconds) at any
temperature.
• Full video speed with no lag
and no mear.
• CRT-like picture quali ty in
a 2.5mm thin flat panel.
• COT S and custom sizes in
monochrome or full color.

megapi xels. If this is what they had in mind,
maybe he would put in a few hours updatin g
his resume instead of working on such a
ridiculous project. Besides, his daydream

From an y angle, the PixTech FED
gives you new freedom to design
displays for applications . . . without
compromising performance. The FED
i a power-efficient emissive d isplay
wi th no backlights, color filters, or
polarizers .between the image and you.
C all today for a data sh eet on our
standard products, or to describe your
requirements for monoch romatic
or fu ll-color displays.

~PixTech
(4 15) 428-0963

Fax: (415) 42 -0965 • 465 Fairchild Drive
Suite 228 • Mountain View, CA 94043

PixTech FED: A great display from any angle.
Circle no. 32
44
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about the million-dollar salary hadn 't completely left him yet.
Peter decided that he obviously needed to
talk to someone well versed in color photograph y; in parti cul ar, someone who knew something about the capabilities of current films
and cameras. Serendipity was at work. Peter
had a friend who had done some interesting
produ ct photog raphs for his co mpany, and
who also just happened to write a column for
a di spl ay magazine. It was time to make a
visit.
"Peter! Welco me. It's ni ce to see you in
perso n. Isn't your e-mai l wo rking?"
Peter apologized for having been so busy
and for resorting to electroni cs as his onl y
way of keeping in touch. He promi ed to try
not to fo rget an occasional hum an interacti on
in the future. Then, aft er throw ing out a few
rather pointed opinions about management in
general and his company's in particular, he
ex plained the purpose of his visit.
"OK, Peter, let's give you a tutorial on
what's reall y possible with th e current crop of
color film s when used in rea l-life shooting situati ons. And what I am about to tell you is
going to be quite di fferent from the tec hni cal
literature th at make those wo nderful clai ms
for 20-megapixel capabilities or more for photographs. I haven't tri ed it personall y, but I
think the onl y way one could possibl y reali ze
that level of resoluti on from typical fi lms
would be to ex pose them using a sub-mi cron
silicon-wafer stepper instead of a camera.
"Let's begin by lookin g at all the factors
th at contribute to the quality of th e fin al image
th at we see in a photograph . The resolution
and color capabilities of the film are certainl y
of high importance. Then, we have the
resolving capabilities and di storti ons introduced by the camera lens whi ch, by the way,
reduce image qu ality significantl y more in the
corners than in the center of the image. But,
in order to realize what the lens can do, we
must make sure th at it is optimall y focused on
the most important part of the subject. On top
of th at, there are vari ous sources of vibration,
such as the mirror movement in a singlerefl ex camera, camera movement from shaky
hands or a flimsy tripod, and the vibration of
the typical foca l-pl ane shutter whil e the exposure is being made. Then, of course, once we
have captured the image on film , we still need
to go through a printing process before we
have a pictu re to ho ld in our hands or hang on
the wal l.

"Typically, when you read articles about
films or len es, the tests are done under carefully co ntro lled laboratory-type conditions.
For example, a lens will be tested with the
mirror locked-up, the shutter open , and the
exposure made usi ng a switched external light
source. The exposure is carefull y controlled
and the fi lm speciall y processed to give optimum resolution results. Results obtained in
this way are nice to know, but I'm sure you
wi ll agree they don't repre ent what you are
likely to get taking a photograph under normal
circumstances.
" So, let' get down to some practical result
that may help you decide if you want to take
on this project or go home and work on your
resume. Let's pick a few high-quality, 100200 !SO-speed, color negati ve films and take
a look at orne tes t pattern that were made
u ing several 35mm and 2-l/4-in .-format
cameras and see what we can conclude."
As they took turns looking through the
mi croscope and doing a few quick calcul ati ons, Peter's face started to brighten, and hi s
frien d could see th e dawning of an actual
smi le. " ow, you 're reall y not fooling me?"
questioned Peter, as if to confirm one final
time what they were observing. " You're sure
that 40 to 50 lines per millimeter is th e~
end of performance for a 35mm camera sitting
on a tripod and carefull y foc used on the subject? And you're sure that you can onl y use
0.9 in. of the negati ve in an enlargement? But
that means that the best 35mm photographs
are only comparable to a display of 1000 x
1500 pixels! " concluded Peter incredulously.
"Wh at about the 3000 lines of resolution I' ve
been told about? Wh at about the 20 megapixels?" Clearly, Peter needed some additional
rea surance.
lt was easy for hi s friend to provide it.
"Peter, actu all y, the I 000 x 1500 pixels is
even better than yo u need. If you remember
when we were looki ng at the negati ves, we
were measuring barely re olvable line pairs
near the center of the image. If your pixels
are nice and crisp and you can addres them
properl y, you can probab ly match the best
35 mm photograph with even less re olution.
By the way, can you tell me why some HDTV
sy tems have selected a 9: 16 format when the
format of 35mm photographs is 2:3 ? And I
don' t think movies are 9:16 either." Peter had
to admit th at he had never thought about this.
He decided that later he would ask so me of
hi s colleagues to see if anyo ne had a logical
answer to this question.

" Now. Peter, before you decide th at your
project is o easy that you can just loaf for the
next 9 months. let's look at the larger film formats and estimate what they can do. If we run

the same te ts on 2-1/4-in .-format cameras,
we will end up with a range of resolutions
from abo ut 1600 x 2000 pixe l , for the 645
format. up to 2000 x 2500 for the 6 x 7 for-

ERG inverters and converters are power supplies tailored to
your information display. You get performance to spec, with
maximum reliability.
ERG has power supplies for:
• CCFf Backlit Flat Panel LCDs
• EL Lamps or Backlit Displays
• Gas Plasma Displays
• Vacuum Fluorescent (VF) Displays
We'll work with you to meet any
requirement, from custom dimming
to special packaging. And every
ERG power supply is made in the
U.S.A. Just tell us what you need.
When you're ready to power up,
design in ERG.

Endicott Research Group, Inc.
THE POWER BEHIND
THE DISPL.4Y

2601 Wayne Street
Endicott, NY 13760

(607) 754·9187
Fax: (607) 754-9255
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display continuum

mat. That is why, typically, 35mm enlargements are only good up to about 8 x 10 in . and
the 2-114-in. format looks so cri sp in 16 x
20-in. hang-on-the-wall photos.

"Now, if you really want a challenge, let's
use 4 x 5-in. negatives in a view camera, and
then we can begin to approach the 20 megapixels that you were so worried about. But

THE FUTURE
If you 're involved in the tlat panel display business,
don 't miss this event. Acknowledged as the definitive
business conference t(>r the global display industry,
this three-day forum provides vital information on the
latest tre nds and business developments dri ving the
industry.
Attendees from the manufacturing, supplier and user
sectors will come awa y with added insight into:
• Strategic issues t;tcing the industry
• Market growth
• New market opportunities
• Application trends
• Cost analysis
. ..and much more
Don 't miss this chance to learn from the experts.
You 'll have access to in-depth conference sessions
covering projection displays, display component and
equipment issues , LCD suppliers and users, and
advances in FI'D technology. In addition, you 'll have
an opportunity to participate in the new Interactive
Display Forum- whe re you can mingle with
industry inlluencers while vie wing the latest in
display technology.
Call today to register-Space is limited!
Phone: 408- 448- 4440 • Fax: 408-448-4445

C:o-.\jHJJl.WJred
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Electronic
Buyers' News
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ne ws items to l oan C onnan , Departments Editor, Information Display, c/o
Pa lisad es In s titut e fo r R ese arc h
Services, Inc., 201 Varick Street, Ne u:
York, N Y 10014.

Please send 11ew contributions or notewo rthr n ews ite m s to A ris Sil::.ars,
Co ntributin g Edit o r, Info rmati o n
Displar , c/o Palisades In s titute for
Research Se rvices, In c., 201 Varick
Street, Ne w York, N Y 10014.

from what you told me about your Boss-person, I don't think you have to be one bit concerned that 4 x 5 is what he or the seniormanagement group had in mind. By the way,
have you noticed that I have not said anything
about the printing paper or the enlarger that,
of course, one must use to make the print?"
asked his friend, as if to test Peter's new
understanding. "Well, I'm sure that it has an
effect, but with all that you've shown me
today, I'm not even going to try to guess how
much," replied Peter.
"It's not really such a tough question at all.
As you can see, paper has nearly the same
resolution as film, and since the image is
enlarged at least four times, the degradation is
not significant. Also, good-quality enlarging
lenses are optimized for a certain range of
magnifications and aperture openings and, for
that reason, they typically outperform camera
lenses. So, again, we're on pretty safe ground
if we neglect their effects. However, I would
not necessarily draw the same conclusion
about the typical drugstore mini-lab. But for
your project's success, all these additional
effects that reduce film performance will just
make you look all that much better. I would
suggest that if you can develop a color display
that can produce somewhere between 2 and 4
megapixels, your company should give you a
million-dollar bonus. You will have surpassed 99.9% of all photographs, and I
promise not to say anything to your Bossperson about the other 0.1 % - I guarantee
your Boss-person will never know."
On the drive back to his company, Peter
didn't even notice the people in the other cars
giving him puzzled looks and wondering why
this engineer-looking person had such a big
grin on his face. But Peter knew. With some
of the new design ideas he had already been
exploring, the next 9 months at work were
going to be ever so much more fun than he
could have possibly imagined.
In this month's industry-news segment,
there are indications that a number of companies are making good progress - and maybe
even having fun while doing it.
Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon, has
made five significant management changes
designed to increase the competitiveness of its
measurement business unit, which represents
approximately 50% of the company's overall
revenues. The changes include three internal
moves. Dave Coreson has been named the
measurement business vice president of manufacturing operations. Richie Faubert has

been named general manager of the newly
combined television/communications test
business unit. Rick Wills has been promoted
to general manager of the instruments business unit. The internal changes are complemented by two new hires. AI Miksch has
joined Tektronix as general manager of the
tools business unit and Kermit Yensen has
been added as director of marketing, filling
the vacancy left by Rick Wills. AI Miksch
comes to Tektronix from Hewlett-Packard,
where he was most recently marketing manager for HP's InkJet Supplies Business Unit, a
business nearly the size of Tektronix, Inc.
Kermit Yensen was formerly with Pi Systems
and also with Hewlett-Packard.
Silicon Video Corporation, San Jose, California, has installed a new management team.
Harry Marshall has become Chairman, President, and Chief Executive Officer. Robert
Pressley, formerly President and co-founder
of SVC, will continue as a board member and
work with SVC as a technology consultant.
Robert Duboc remains Executive Vice President in charge of day-to-day operations. Ted
Fabien remains Vice President of Research
and Development. David Bergeron has
recently joined as Vice President of Manufacturing Technology. Mr. Bergeron comes to
SVC from IBM's semiconductor sector. To
achieve a faster rate of learning and to accelerate taking its Thin CRT technology from the
lab into production, Silicon Video is implementing an aggressive concurrent manufacturing engineering strategy. In January, 1995,
the company began running cathode, faceplate, and back-end assembly development
lines in its pre-production facilities in San
Jose and Cupertino, California. In July, the
company consolidated its headquarters in the
San Jose facility. SVC is in the final engineering phase of fabricating prototype test
devices and expects to have some initial
demos during the latter part of 1995.
Planar Systems, Beaverton, Oregon,
announced the completion of the sale of
2,979,920 shares of Planar common stock
held by Metra Corporation, headquartered in
Helsinki, Finland, and the State Farm Companies Foundation . Metra continues to own
306,942 shares of Planar common stock.
State Farm Companies Foundation sold all of
its holdings. The offering price of the shares
was $ 19.25.
Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan, has
developed a flat-p anel display for large-screen

use based on Plasma Addressed Liquid Crystal (PALC) technology jointly developed with
Tektronix, Inc. Sony plans to introduce the
display, which has tentatively been named

THESE ARE
STANDARD
HIGH VOLTAGE
POWER
SUPPLIES.
BUILT TO
THE HIGHEST
STANDARDS.
11

A Preferred Technologies
Company
225 Crescent Street
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 894-8700
FAX (617) 899-9602

UHP SERIES
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The UHP Series features our exclusive
11 Forward-Fiyback circuit design , which achieves
new levels of power and efficiency geared
toward the Projection Industry.
• 50 to 600 Watts
• Ripple/Regulation
• AC/DC Input
under 1% RMS
• 0-50KV Output,
• Unlimited Arc/ShorV
single/multiple, fixed/ Overload Protection
adjustable
• US & Foreign
• Positive/Negative Patents Pending
Polarity
• UL, CSA, TUV
• 80-90% Efficiency Suitable
• 70-100KHz
• Measures 7.5" x
Frequency
4.25" x 2.0" (min)
• Constant Current/ 15.0" x 4.8" x 2.5"
Voltage Operation
(max)

At Keltron Power Systems,
"standard" means the highest
quality components,
meticulous fabrication and
advanced engineering. All
applications are welcome at
Keltron Power Systems.
Every Keltron High-Voltage
OEM supply, including our
new UHP, SHV and AHV
Series, is designed for quick
and cost-effective fine-tuning.
All that's really standard is
the price. Call or fax for a
quote today.

KELTRON
POWER SYSTEMS,
INC.

PLASMATRON, sometime in 1996 in Japan .
The display is an acti ve-matrix system which
uses plasma as an electronic switch that separately addresses each pixel of the liquid crys-

SHV SERIES
Featuring Cast in the Can design, our newest
Series of High Voltage Power Supplies is the
ideal choice for the CRT industry and others
requiring high efficiency in the lower power
range. These convertors can be synchronized
with the monitor's horizontal deflection or can
provide an output synchronization signal. Units
run from $85 each in low volume to as little as
$45 in high volume.
• Unlimited Overload
• 4 to 20 Watts
Protection
• AC/DC Input
• 0-30KV Output,
• Designed to UL,
single/multiple,
CSA, TUV Standards
adjustable
• Measures 3.0" x
4.5" x 1.9" (approx.)
• 88% Efficiency
• ?5-100KHz
Frequency

AHV SERIES
This high efficiency Forward-Fiyback topology
with Pulse Width Modulation Control highlights
our new switch-mode AHV Series High Voltage
DC Modules.
• 50 Watts
• Constant Current/
• AC/DC Input
Voltage Operation
• 5-30KV Output,
• Ripple/Regulation
single/multiple, fixed/ under 1% RMS
adjustable
• Unlimited Arc/ShorV
• Positive/Negative
Overload Protection
Polarity
• Meets UL, CSA,
TUV Standards
• 86% Efficiency
• 70-100KHz
• Measures 5.25" x
Frequency
3.0" x 1.9" (approx.)
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display continuum

tal, allowing for a full range of colors, high
contrast, and smooth replay of moving
images. A key Sony development is a highprecision screen-printing technology which
can be produced in low-grade clean rooms
rather than semiconductor facilities, resulting
in a manufacturing process that is simpler,
affords higher yields, and thus lowers costs.
It is expected that with these developments,
it will be possible to produce consumer-use
wall-hanging TVs in sizes ranging from 20 to
50 in. Sony also expects that further development of this technology will result in spacesaving multimedia terminals and computer
displays.
Optical Imaging Systems (OIS),
Northville, Michigan, is qualifying its new
$100-million AMLCD factory based on commercial accounting and quality standards.
Chuck Wilson, chief financial officer, states
that the company has decided to define their
operation as a commercial business rather
than as a defense contractor. OIS estimates

that about 85% of their production volume
will be for commercial products. Therefore,
even though half of the money to build OIS's
facility came from the U.S . Advanced
Research Projects Agency, to achieve the
goals of establishing a viable U.S. commercial
manufacturing base for flat-panel displays, a
non-military accounting method had to be
adopted. By driving down the cost of production and by becoming ISO 9001-certified, OIS
also expects to meet the needs of the U.S.
Government for a reliable domestic flat-paneldisplay manufacturer.
SI Diamond Technology, Inc., Houston,
Texas, and Philips Components B.V., Eindhoven, The Netherlands, have signed a technology cooperation agreement under which
Philips will provide $10 million of development support over the next 2 years to accelerate commercialization of SIDT's Diamond
Field Emission Displays (DFED). Under the
terms of the agreement, Philips and SIDT
have each committed at least $5 million per

Flat Panel Substrates

BLACK BEAM@INSPECTION
Surface Analysis
Reconstructed Black Beam image
acquired using Engineering Mode
in less than 10 msec

Features
• Inspection:

•

•
Master Defect Substrate
Cttromtum Ltnes Oeposrted on Glass
Lines are 5 mm Long, 0 .5 mm Between Lmes
Ltne Wtdttt

1n M~¢rons as

•

Noted on Image

•

••Is

In-Line
o Automatic
Submicron Defects
o 0. 50 micron width
o 0.01 micron depth
Rapid Optical Scanning
o 40 Sec I Substrate
Large Substrates
o 350X450 mm
Glass & ITO Coated
o

DISPLAY INSPECTION SYSTEMS, INC

46992 Liberty Drive
Wixom, Ml 48393

Tel: (810) 669-7314
FAX: (810) 669-7319
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year applicable to the joint effort. At the point
in development that mass production of
DFEDs is anticipated, non-exclusive licenses
can be granted. The agreement includes an
ongoing broad-based program of technical
collaboration. The joint inventions resulting
from this program can be used by either company. Philips and SIDT have also agreed to
look jointly at future business developments
in this area.
In a separate action, C. R. Kline, Jr., was
named to the position of Chief Operating
Officer by the Board of Directors of SI Diamond Technologies, Inc. Since June of 1994
Kline has served as vice president of SIDT,
with responsibility for business development.
Prior to joining SIDT, Kline was president of
Horizon Battery Technologies, Inc., a joint
venture of BDM International and Electrosource, Inc. This new appointment is
expected to emphasize SI Diamond's transition from a research-and-development company to one more focused on managing and
sustaining business growth.
Sloan Technology, Santa Barbara, California, a subsidiary of Veeco Instruments, Inc.,
has announced two new appointments. Alan
Martin has been appointed to the position of
Director of Sales and Marketing. He will
direct the overall marketing and sales efforts
of the Dektak line of surface-measurement
equipment, serving the flat-panel-display and
semiconductor industries. Prior to his
appointment at Sloan Technology, Mr. Martin
was Director of Sales and Marketing with
Hine Design, Inc. , providing wafer-handling
systems to the semiconductor industry.
Jerome Wiedmann has been appointed to the
position of AFM (Atomic Force Microscope)
Marketing and Sales Manager. His responsibilities will include overseeing the marketing
of the Dektak SXM, Critical Dimension AFM,
based on the Nobel prizewinning technology
developed at IBM. Prior to his appointment,
Mr. Wiedmann was International Marketing
Director with Digital Instruments, Inc.
To keep the information network functioning and up-to-date, and to share your
thoughts, you can reach me by e-mail at
asilzars@sarnoff.com, by telephone at
609/734-2949, by fax at 609/734-2127, or by
a technology that just won't go away (the
mail) to Aris Silzars, Contributing Editor,
Information Display, c/o Jay Morreale at Palisades Institute for Research Services, Inc. ,
Suite 1006,201 Varick Street, New York, NY
10014 .•
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Celco
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Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.
Clinton Electronics Corp.
Compaq Computer Corp.
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Corning Japan K.K .
Dale Electronics, Inc.
David Sarnoff Research Center
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Infinite Graphics
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Imagination. Acceleration!
Gouraud shading, texture mapping, and
hidden surface removal-there's nothing
that demands more speed than today's
high-performance graphic . obody makes
it faster than Yamaha. Building on over ten
years of 3D experience, Yamaha introduces
the new YGV611 and YGV612, 3D
Rendering Polygon Accelerator (RPA).
Imagine Gouraud shading and texture
mapping at a rate of 210K polygons/ sec.
Envision entertainment software with
increased color, resolution and frame rates

more than ten tin1es faster than software
alone. Both RPA's bring performance and
realism to PC graphics that you could only
in1agine before.

YAMAHA®
Yamaha Corporation of America
Systems Technology Divisio n
100 Centwy Center Court
San Jose, CA 95112
Tel: 408-467-2300
Fax: 408-437-8791
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Yamaha supports major 3D tandards
such as Microsoft's 3D DDI, Intel's 3DR anc
others. Both accelerator are fully software
compatible. Applications software written
for one w ill work seamlessly with the othe1
Call us. We'll send your free information
kit on how Yamaha can accelerate your
in1agination-fast!

Q 1995 Yamaha Corpormion of America. Rendering Polygon Accelerator is a registered trademark of Yamaha Corporation. Other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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